1. Notations, preliminaries. We work exclusively with separable spaces, i.e. measurable spaces (X, 3S) with a countably generated and separated σ-algebra 3$. Often, the notation of the σ-algebra is suppressed. If A is a subset of X, then A is considered a separable space under its relative structure £8(A) = {B Π A: B e 38). We assume that the reader is familiar with the elements of descriptive set theory and the study of Borel spaces, in particular the theory of standard and analytic spaces. As references, we give Kuratowski [6] , Hoffmann-Jorgensen [5] , and Rao and Bhaskara Rao [11].
In much of what follows, we shall be considering a collection of (usually uncountable standard) spaces S v ... 9 S n and subsets A of their product S = S λ X X S n . By a k-slice of S we mean a set of the form A λ X -X A n9 where k of these factor sets are singletons and the other n -k sets Aj are equal to Sj. An w-slice of S is thus a single point of S, whilst the only 0-slice is S itself. If {i l9 ..., i k } is a subset of {1,...,«} of cardinality k, and s l9 ... 9 it will occasionally be identified with its projection on 11(5^: i Φ iy 9 7 = 1,...,*}. lϊ A <z S, then by a ksection of A we mean the intersection of A with a &-slice of S\ if B is a Λ -slice of 5 over the point (s v ... 9 s k ) 9 then 5Πî s the k-section of A over the point (s l9 ... 9 s k ) and is denoted A(s l9 ... ,5 Λ ).
Again, these sets are sometimes identified with their projections onto the corresponding (n -λ:)-dimensional partial product. If k is an integer 0 < k < /?, then \\A\\ k is the smallest cardinality of a collection of Λ>sec-tions of S whose union contains A as a subset. Obviously, ||-4|| 0 < IMHi < • < ||-4|| π ; \\A\\ n denotes the cardinality of A 9 whereas ||^4|| 0 is zero or unity according as A is null or non-void. A set A is k-reticulate in S if it is contained in some countable union of /c-slices of S, i.e. if \\A\\ k < S o . In S = S λ X X S n9 the terms "w-reticulate" and "countable" are synonymous, while every subset of S is O-reticulate. By a thread of S is meant an uncountable standard subset of S, each of whose 1-sections contains at most one point.
Let S l9 ... 9 S n be standard spaces and let ^c^.^^cS,, be subsets of these. Say that X l9 ... 9 X n arc jointly Borel-dense of order n in S λ ,...,S n if every analytic subset A oΐ(S ι X X S n ) \(X λ X -X X n ) is contained in a countable union of 1-slices of S λ X X S n over points in S f \Xj 9 j = Ί,...,«. A separable space X is Borel-dense of order n if X embeds as a subset of a standard space S in such a way that X,..., X (tt-times) are jointly Borel-dense of order n in 5,... ,S («-times).
The notion of Borel-density was studied in Shortt [12] and [13] , and we summarize a few of the main results presently: [12] gives an argument for universally measurable spaces that generalizes straightforwardly to the other cases.
(2) This is the principal result in Shortt [13] . (3) Proposition 13 in Shortt [12] ; compare also Mauldin [9] , Remark 4 in Grzegorek and Ryll-Nardzewski [3] , and a new proof to appear in Grzegorek [4] .
The following fact will be in frequent employ throughout the sequel: LEMMA [5, III.6.7] ) implies that there is an uncountable analytic A λ c A which is the graph of a one-one measurable function from an analytic subset of S x onto an (analytic) subset of S 2 X X S n . Repeating this argument, we obtain uncountable analytic sets ^D^Di 2 (2) implies (3): We assume that E c P is such a countable dense-in-itself set and look for a contradiction. Suppose that A is contained in
, where each C, is some 1-slice of S. Put Xj = f~\Cj) for j = 1,2, Then P = X λ U X 2 U expresses P as the union of a sequence of closed sets. Since each of the components f l9 ... ,/" is one-one on J?, it follows that, for eachy, E Π Xj contains at most one point and is therefore scattered. From Kuratowski [6 Proof. The necessity of the three conditions is easily verified, if a little cumbrous to write out. To prove sufficiency, note first that condition (2) implies that by removing countably many A>slices of S from A, one may obtain a set A' each of whose r-sections, k < r < n, is 1-reticulate. In particular, each (Λ -l)-section of A' is countable, and each (n -2)-section of A' is contained in a countable union of 1-slices. It follows that each (n -2)-section of A' is countable. Proceeding in iterative fashion, we see that each /:-section of A' is countable.
Claim. Each 1-section of A' is countable. If k = 1, this has already been shown. For k > 1, we use condition 1: each 1-section of A and hence of A' is (k -l)-reticulate. Because each Λ>section of A' is countable, the claim is seen to be proved. Now A' was formed from A by the removal of countably many 1-sections. Lemma 5 and condition 3 combine to show that A' is in fact countable. It follows that A is Λ -reticulate. D
In addition to the role it plays in the development of the next section, this lemma enables us to establish a special continuum hypothesis for the cardinalities ||>4||^ as follows: LEMMA Proof. We proceed via induction on the dimension n, noting that the case k = n (in particular n = 1) is subsumed by the special continuum hypothesis for analytic sets. So assume that 1 < k < n and that the lemma obtains in dimensions 1,... ,n -1.
It remains only to verify the three conditions set forth in Lemma 7. Each 1-section of A is contained in fewer than c (k -l)-sections and so from the induction hypothesis is (k -l) Proof. Endow the sets S l9 ... 9 S n with compact Hausdorff topologies (there is such a topology on every set) and give S the corresponding product topology. Let Jf be the hyper-space of all closed subsets of S under the exponential topology of Hausdorff and Vietoris (v. Kuratowski [6, §17] ) and let Jf(m) be the sub-space of all unions of fewer than m λ>slices of S. Since the map sending a point s = (s λ ,... 9 s k ) to the Λ -slice over s is continuous into JΓ, and because the operation of union is continuous, it follows that Jf(m) is compact. (X is also compact, but this will not be needed.)
Now let K be the least cardinal number for which there is a subset P of A or cardinality /c such that \\P\\ k > m. It suffices to prove that K is finite. Supposing contrariwise that K is infinite and employing a wellordering, one may write P as an ascending union P o c P λ c c P a c • of sets indexed by all ordinals a < /c, with each P a of power less than K. For each a < /c, let K a be a member of Jf(m) with P a c K a . By the compactness of Jf*(m), there is a sub-net {.fiΓ α(λ) } λ of [K a } a converging to some K in Jf(m). It follows that K contains each P a and so P c K, a, contradiction. D
Reticulate sections.
We begin by recalling the classical theorem of Mazurkiewicz and Sierpiftski [10] on sections of an analytic set.
THEOREM (Mazurkiewicz-Sierpihski). Let A be an analytic subset of the product S x X S 2 of standard spaces S x and S 2 . Then the set {s e S τ : A(s) is uncountable } is analytic.
Proof. In addition to the original 1924 paper, one might also consult Kuratowski [6, §39, VII] and Hoffmann-Jorgensen [5, III.6.1].
The following generalization of this theorem will serve as our primary tool for investigation of product isomorphisms. Demonstration. We proceed by induction on the dimension n, noting that the case k = n (in particular n = 1) is the classical MazurkiewiczSierpiήski Theorem. So assume that 1 < k < n and that the proposition is true in dimensions, 1,2,... 9 n -1.
In the case where k = 1, define A o to be the null set. If k > 1, then for each / = 1,...,n, define 
A(F) = {s G S o : B(F)(s) is not fc-reticulate).
Again using the induction hypothesis, we see that the sets B(F) and A(F) are analytic. For each m, k < m < n, define A m to be the union of all A (F) as F ranges over all subsets of {1,..., n} of cardinality m.
Since B is analytic, there is a Polish space P and a continuous function f:P-*S mapping P onto 5. Let / 0 , / x ,... J n be the components of the function /. Define Z to be the (Polish) space of all sequences in P°° = P X P X that are dense-in-themselves. Cf. Kuratowski [6, §30, XII] . Define A n to be the set of all s in S o such, that there is a dense-in-itself sequence of points of P on which:
(1) f Q is identically equal to s, and (2) Proof. Since / is measurable, the graph of / is an analytic subset of S o X S x X --X S n ; the sets f~ι(s) are sections of this graph over points s in Demonstration. Noting that A(l, k) is merely the projection of A onto S o and is therefore analytic, we may assume that m > 2; also, we take k > 1 (k = 0 is trivial). For each positive integer /, define A ι to be the set of all s in S o such, that A(s) has a subset P = {p l9 ...,/?,} of cardinality not exceeding / for which \\P\\ k > m. With this notation, we do not mean that the/?/s are necessarily distinct. Such a set P is not contained in any union of m -1 /c-sections of S = S x X X S n . Otherwise put, let Jf be the collection of all /c-element subsets of {1,... ,Λ } then for any subset Jô f *yΓx {1,...,/} of power m -1, there is some point /? r in P not contained in any of the ^-sections of S over the points (Pj(iι) ,... ,pj(i k )) for {/*!,... J k ) X {7} G J*\ Here, pj(i) denotes the ith co-ordinate of p Jm Thus, (Pj(i 1 ),...,Pj(i k ))*(p r (i ι ) 9 ...,p r (i k )) for each {i l9 ... 9 Generalizations and supplements for this theorem are to be found in Braun [1] , where the phase "is singleton" is replaced by "contains an isolated point" and "is countable" &c. Unfortunately, the analogous results do not hold in the present context, at least not without some extra restrictions. We conclude this section with an example to illustrate the point.
EXAMPLE. Let S λ and S 2 be standard spaces and let B be a Borel subset of S x X S 2 whose projection onto S λ is not Borel. Define/: B -> S λ to be projection onto the first co-ordinate. Then /(i) = {je S λ :
= 1} is not co-analytic. A satisfactory generalization of some of Lusin and Braun's other results might yet be attempted; it may be impossible, but worth it nonetheless.
Isomorphism of powers.
The concept of reticulation gives some insight into the structure of product spaces; in particular, it relates the regularity of certain Borel-dense spaces to their behavior under Cartesian multiplication. As long as Borel-dense spaces and their totally imperfect complements continue as objects of study, such results will have their place. For example, proposition 3 suggests that some sort of dimension theory might be developed for Borel-dense spaces.
We are now ready for our principal result on isomorphisms of product spaces. It is interesting to note that the full strength of proposition 1, i.e. for k = 1,...,«, is used in the proof. By the notation X m is meant the m-fold product of the space X with itself, with the convention that X° is a one-point space. PROPOSITION Demonstration. First note that for n = 1, this is part 3 of Lemma 3: in this special case, it can be concluded that X is a standard space. For the rest of the proof, we assume that n > 2.
Case I. Both of the spaces A n and A n+ι are standard. Let S be an uncountable standard space. In this case, X n and X n~ι X S X S are isomorphic. Since S and S X S are isomorphic, we have the isomorphisms X" ^I^XSs X»~ι xSX S s X"~ι X XX S. By taking A' n = X and v4' ί+1 = 5, we see that case 1 reduces to Case II. At least one of the spaces A n , A n+1 is not standard. We assume that X is not analytic and derive a contradiction. Suppose that X is Borel-dense of order n in the (uncountable) standard space S and that g: X n -» X n~ι X A n X A n+ι is a Borel-isomorphism. By Lemma 4, g extends to an isomorphism / of S n onto a product of standard spaces S λ X S 2 X X S Λ X S n+1 . Let the components of / be denoted by fv fi> »Λ+1 anc * consider the set = [s e SΊ:/ΓHΌ is not 1-reticulate in S"}.
Since ΛΓ is Borel-dense of order n in S, one has J?! c X. From the reticulation theorem, B x is analytic, and so there must be some x x in X withfϊ\x ι ) 1-reticulate in S n . Now consider the set B 2 = { Λ €Ξ S 2 : /["^) Π/ 2~^j ) is not 2-reticulate in S n }.
The reticulation theorem, applied to the restriction of/ 2 to/ 1 " 1 (x 1 ), shows B 2 to be analytic. Given s & S 2 \X, we see that fϊ ι (xι) Π/^1( 1 y) is a 1-reticulate subset of S n contained in S n \ X n . Its intersection with any 1-slice of S n may therefore be considered a subset of S n~ι \X n~ι . It follows from the (n -l)-order Borel-density of X that/f^ q) Π/f 1^) is 2-reticulate in S n . So B 2 c X, and so there is some x 2 in X with /ΓH Xi) n fϊ\xi) 2-reticulate in S n . This process continues until elements x v ...,x n _ 1 oΐ X are produced with/fVi) n * * n Jn-i(x n -ι) an ( n ~ l)-reticulate subset of S n . Then, under the map /~\ the space {x x } X ••• X{x n _ ι } xA n X A n+ι and hence A n X A n+ι is Borel-isomorphic with an (n -l)-reticulate Borel subset of JΓ". But any (n -l)-reticulate Borel subset of X n is isomoφhic with a countable union (in S n ) of Borel subsets of X and so is Borel-dense. By part 3 of Lemma 3, A n and A n+ι must be standard, a contradiction. D
